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SCOUT™ HERBICIDE FOR USE WITH ADJUVANT LAST CHANCE™

This FIFRA section 2(ee) recommendation expires on December 31, 2024.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

This recommendation is made as permitted under FIFRA Section 2(ee) and has not been submitted to or approved by the EPA. This 2(ee) recommendation contains directions for use which do not appear on the container label and must be in the possession of the user at the time of pesticide application. Follow all applicable directions, restrictions, precautions including statements pertaining to the worker protection standard on the EPA registered label when using Scout Herbicide. Always read and follow all label directions when using any pesticide alone or in tank mix combinations. The most restrictive labeling applies when using a tank mix.

Postemergence broadcast use on canola, corn, cotton and soybean containing the LibertyLink® trait or glufosinate tolerant, broadcast burndown application before planting or prior to emergence of any conventional or transgenic variety of canola, corn, cotton, soybean or sugar beet or when applied for potato vine desiccation.

Adjuvant Recommendation for use with Scout Herbicide

This is a recommendation of FIFRA Section 2(ee) as it relates to the use of Scout Herbicide tank mixed with adjuvants.

Last Chance may be used at 0.25-0.5% v/v in combination with Ammonium Sulfate at 1.5 to 3 pounds per acre. Adjuvant rates are dependent on tank mix partners, temperatures, environmental conditions and potential for leaf burn.

The combination of Last Chance and Ammonium Sulfate have been shown to improve weed control of difficult to control weeds.

The user must refer to the label for both products and read and follow all directions for use, restrictions, and precautions.

Scout is a trademark of Valent U.S.A. LLC
Last Chance is a trademark of West Central Distribution
LibertyLink is a registered trademark of Bayer CropScience
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